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i The purpose of this analog simulation study of the man-
I
rated centrifuge is to determine the capabilities of the centrifuge
in producing various g level versus =Ime effects on a subject
riding in the gondola. A control computer is necessary to convert
g versus time input into command signals for the main arm drive,
gimbal ring drive and gondola drive systems. The computer has
been developed in analog form for this simulation and is written
in a digital flow diagram form for use in the actual system control
computer. The approach to this simulation project w_s to reduce
the information supplied into a form suitable for analog simulation.
Each of the main control systems has been checked separately to
determine the effects of nonlinear components on frequency response
and phase shift in that particular system. Limit circuits have
been included and _ study made to determine their effect since
command signals are in some cases large enough to drive portions
of the system beyond the linear range of gain. The effects of
gyroscopic forces upon each of the systems has been _aalyzed and
the resulting effect of these forces recorded during the slmulatlon.
," Equations and methods for solvlng these equations have been devel-
oped for th_ control computer and the effectivenass demonstrated
in the analog simulatlon runs. The methods for solvlng the com-
plex equations in the analog computer simulation of the control










; TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF SYSTEM STUDIES
I
A. Inertia Changes
Before the analog simulations could be written for the
computer, new values of inertia had to be inserted into the load
equations for each of the control systems. In the gimbal ring
and gondola control systems, these new inertlas were rulatively
simple. The reflected load inertia to the motor drive shaft is
computed by
$81= nS82 (1)
TIS81 = T2S02 (2)
T = jS28 (3)
T 2 J2S202 ._
= = SO 2 (4)
T1 JIS2Ol
J2 S(Sel)2
- - n 2 (5)
- Jl 2
,_ s(so 2)
From this we find that the inertia load reflected back
to the motor shaft is multiplied by the inverse of the gear ratio
squared.




reflected back to the motor shaft are converted by
lb(ft) 2 [12/n 2 (32.2)] = Ib-in-sec 2 (6)
in order to apply the values to the motor torque equations.
Gimbal Rin_ Reflected Inertia
In the gimbal ring system the gondo!_ load must also
be included in the various relative positions since it is not a
-. - .
symmetrical load. Since the Y axi._ of t-_e _1,mbal ring is always
in line with either the Y axis or _.'.._e,Z-axis of the gondola, we ,
shall use the rms value to slmula-ta the load inertia In this
.b. :
study. The specified Iner,_las and" reflected inertlas are there-
-re calculated as: ..
Global Ring Inertias Spe 4.ed (with gondola load)
- _
JGR(Y ) = )85,876 ib-ft 2 (7) .;_
" "" '.:i;
n
• JG(Y) = 172,377 Ib-ft.2 (8) !4
I - 209,291 ib-ft 2 (9) _
G(Z) : !
i
J-G(rms) = 191,834 lb-ft 2 (i0) _
:" I
Gtmbal ring reflected Inertia is expressed as !
12 _ (3_Jz"(%'z)(._85,876+ 191,83,) - 49,4li,-_n-,eca,: (ii) _"
tl - 3 - ";
1966012272-009
'Z
" " F-_2300-1 :.
This information substituted into the motor equations _ro_des
the transfer function for 8m/T m
8mlT m = IlK + I/JS 2 -- (12)
: 8mlT m = .812 x 10-4 + .020251S 2 (_3)
0
Gondola Reflected Inertia .; :- ; , :
The: gondol_a system involves only theihertia_idad_of - :.
the gondola about the X axis of t..ego.ndola.' Thls Calculation:is::':-. ....:;_
.'- ...- . .- .
express.ed as: " -'":_ " "
-" Gon ola" Inert a clfied ' .. _ - ' ._ :.
. - . "..... - - .q .- .
" '_ " "t t$ ,_.
JG(X) = 85,706-lb- ta-.. " . -°---
GondolaReflect.ed Inertia .• : .
- '5 -_
JR = (85,706) =-__9"33 lb-in-se¢2/ " _,-:(15): . _._:,c_. _:--.- .:, .
-. ., ., .- ,_ ._ .--."_'.,.._--,
m _
-. ; - . . .: :/" -
m
From thls .the motor transfer eq_atlon..canbe exp_ressea-:aa--'..;_.__.. _ _
_. - .." . . :: . , _.;--. .--:"
_ , _. - 2:.:-;! _ :_:-:-_:_
- . _ .- - - - " ,'f 2_. t'-.-; " .]:"_:
em/z= i07/sz " .... .....'";• .., - . . ,.'-... -.?_,_,-,..--..
" ' - ..... ._ " .. -. -- : ""- "-- -"--'_,t."
.... " : . " . , . ,::. -": .... -.." -_._:j:.':_l_,"-:.':-,-':,,-:,_;._,
.- - - - " - -- "<.._Z- -" -"'.,".-.,';,'i
, • _ . . - -"_ " " _ : " ",,- ." -. --;,;= -,'-:_ -_ " ,":i"-_::
" . - " _ "' -.. : " -" , _ J _" " L--- -."_._--_"_,-_
l ..... .,,' . '.'.... . .... ,. _-; .--.../_:_-:,'_,,;
Consideration of Sh_ft-__ate.. . _ -.-_ ; ...... "-;- - ..... --.;--_::s_e-
" t_qua:t:Lon (12) J.S-the e_pr_ss.i,6,-_oJ_.mot:b.r:,,haf-t-po._:_:L:..Q_,,_:-_i_ _
. . . . - . - .. . -_... --, ;, -=_,..--..- h_°.-
" - - "" • " " " " " " - " - -_:-, '< '" * - --" T'_"
- -- _1,- -- ", "" - . v -. ,:. .', .: . .-- -'" -.-"._-"j., ',---.-.._,'-'::,_:_
"_ .;_ ..-- -. - . .... . - . _.--.. .- -. . . ..-_.:., _.._-,_!-,'._a_-,_=_7_
, ., -..." ;'-- :---.," "- .... _'-';_-'_._-i _'_
. . .... , _ _ , -_ ,., ,:_:_ ;.:.,...;_. +;_..:',_.-.
.. _ .. . . .. • . j .... •.... - ,..." . . _', :. : _._._.,_;.'-..:--
- -. ..... _.... ----- __ . :.--.- -':- :.,_-,---_>_-_r.-_.
m _
.. .. ....: . _ . .-._. _....:._.... _..-'_._:;---_=_,:._":---_....
_"'" .... -- - ,- • _ :" "'-"_' -:"" '-- "_ "" ""-> ";_':_'-_7_





and motor torque. To accurately simulate the output load shaft
position we must consider the spring rate of the shaft that is
inserted between the'motor shaft and the load.
Figure 1 illustrates schematically the system to be
considered. The transfer function of motor shaft position 6m to
load position OR is developed as follows:
Tm = K(0m-n0 R) - J $2(n6 R) (17)
n 2
OR _ n S2+Kn_ = K0 m (18)
(-
],
In the simulation of the systems it is m_re important
for us to know P instead of 8 slece P must be limited at a
m m m
specified value. From information supplied for this simulation
we have
Om = dm (_r_ Pm (20)
and









3n_ S 2+K°..._m= (22)
Tm K(Jn_' $2
then
Tm l/K) (j/n2) $2+ [_ (j/n2) S 2 _3




. Since Tm m m
OR nd m
-- = -- (25)
Pm JS 2
also from equation (20)
dm = Om Tm (26)
Pm 8m









Main Arm Load Inertia
Changes in i_ertia of the glmbal ring and gondola
create a complex change in the load equation for the main arm
due to the shift in vibration modes of the main arm structure.
Using the same equations an used in the Rucker Report No. 412,
we find that the i_ertla coefficient at
LUMP-9 J9 = 352 x 103 ib-in-sec 2
Radius of gyration = 92.6 in
Z 9 = 600 in
m9Z _ (Z9)2 = 14._ x 106 ib-in-sec 2 (28)
_" 2
_ (Rg)
LUMP-10 Jl0 = 78 x 103 ib-ln-sec 2
Sphere Radius = 6 ft
Zl0 = 600 in
ml0Zl02= Jl0 (Z10)2 = 13.6 _ 106 Ib-in-sec 2 (29)(R) 2
5
Summing all of the luertla torques (mZ) from LUMP-2 to
LUMP-IO we have the followlng:






m3Z 3 ffi2.65 x 103
m4Z 4 ffi1.96 x 103
m5Z 5 = 2.72 x 102
m6Z 6 = 3.54 x 103
m7Z 7 = 4.80 x 103
_FORK) m8Z 8 = 3.74 x 103
(GIMBAL) mgZ 9 = 24.60 x 103
(GONDOLA) mloZ10 ffi22.60 x 103
TOTAL 66.61 x 103 lb-sec 2 (30)
The counter weight mass is located 95 inches from the
shaft on the side diametrically opposite from the main arm. To
obtain static balance such that
m D
> mizi = o (31)
1
! (CNT) m I - 66.61 x 103 = 701 lb-sec2 (32); 95 in
This is considerably larger than the initial CNT mass
of 626 ib-sec2/in as speclfle_ in the Rucker Report No. 412, p.
!
324. Assuming no other inertia changes and using the new (CWT)
I
mass the total moment of inertia is expressed as
I







JT = (1.53 + .573 + 42.3) 106 = 44.4 x 106 ib-in-sec 2 (34)
JT = 119 x 106 ib-ft2 (35)
This value differs from the value of 115 x 106 ib-ft 2
that was given to us along with other inertia changes. These
inertia changes will cause dlfferent modes of vibration to be
reflected back to the main arm drive system. The solution of
these vibration effects requires the use of 22 equations. This
was discussed, and it was felt that the inertia changes are not
great enough to justify solving these equations again with the
new values of inertia. Therefore, the value of 115 × 106 ib-ft 2
was used in this simulation.
B. Hydraulic Componevt Simulation
Befere simulating the flow control valves some thought
was given to valve nonlinearities. To simulate the valve non-
linearity of flow versus spool displacement we may express it by
the equation
,i ,,. (36)
where Qo is flow at rated valve current
y is spool displacement






Carrying this one step further, we consider the ease
of supply pressure regulation due to flow. [he characteristic
of the valve including supply pressure regulation is:
Q a = Ka . Qo /fl-k Q L_ _ PL (37)
la (l + ST) 2 _'--_ Qo) es
where Qo is flow at rated valve curre_,t
K a is valve gain
k is supply regulation due to load flow
"'_ PL is load pressure drop
Since only small pressure regulation is generally en-
countered in this type of system design, this effect was noti
considered to be necessary in this simulation.
The block diagram for both the ist and 2pd axis control
_ system is shown in Figure 2. 'i
I
i C. ist Axis, Gimbal Rin_ System
(I) Linear System Analysis (Paper)
, The system performance was studied in both a paper
analysis and analog computer study. The paper analysis is a
i study of the linear system and is used as a means of checking
the analog computer simulation. A different configuration of
system loops is used in these two studies to provide a means of
i_ comparison. Figure 3 is the block diagram for both axes in a
!














response characteristics of each of the major loops of the system
are recorded in the following figures. Figure 4 is the open loop
gain and phase characteristic of Qa to Qp including the feedback
gain of SAa/K p. Loop gain greater than unity is still evident at
i000 radians per second. Figure 5 is the closed loop characteris-
tic before being multiplied by the I/H term of Kp/SA a and is re-
corded only to show that a high peak in the frequency response
does appear at close to i000 radians per second. This is far
removed from the range of system response, and it is proved later
in the analog computer study that this characterlstlc can be re-
placed by a unity gain without affecting the system frequency
response. Figure 6 is the closed loop transfer characteristic of
Qa =o Qp over a frequency range that is related te the majority
:' of the system elements. Figure 7 is a similar characteristlc for
the loop of e2 to Qp and Figure 8 for t,he loop of el to Pm" Figure
9 is the complete closed loop transfer characteristic for the ist
axis control system in which _t becomes apparen-t that the system
response will have a peak of 5.1 db at about 1.2 radlans per second
which can be expressed as an amplitude ratio of 1.8 with a damping
factor of 0.3 and a natural frequency of 0.184 cps.
(2) Linear System Analog Computer Study
The block diagram for the analog computer study of both
the Ist and 2nd axis _ontrol system is shown in F_g-_reiO. It will
be noted theft this is the same system as shown in Figure 3 but with
m_
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of checking the system simulated for the centrifuge study. Figure
' ii is the block diagram of the ist axis system with the analog
!
I computer diagram shown in Figure 12. The time scale factor usedl
I throughout the studies is i (real time scale) and a unit volt
i
of a_aiog computer output represents a single unit of the quantity
simulated (e.g., i rad, 1 Ib-in, etc.)[
The analog computer test result of the frequency response
for the ist axis system without nonlinear elements is plotted in
Figure 13. This indicates a peak amplitude ratio of output to
input as expressed in decibels of approximately 5.2 db at a fre-
quency of 0.175 cps and a crossover frequency of 0.195 cps. Beyond
this frequency the ratio decreases with a slope slightly in excess
to 20 db per decade. The phase shift plot starts at zero for zero
• frequency indicating that the system is a position controlled
system as required for this application.
The response to a step input for the ist axis system is
shown in Figure 14. Each recording channel corresponds to the
circled number in Figure 12. These recordings show that for
step input the output position has about a 50% overshoot and
reaches a steady-state in approximately 9.6 seconds.
(3) Comparison of Paper Study and Analog Study
The phase and gain characteristic of the paper analysis
and the analog computgr study have been plotted on a single graph
shown in Figure 15. These graphs show very good agreement and
indicate that the system simulated is a good representation of the
actual hardware.
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• (4) Limit Circuits "
' The actual hardware system has physical limits which
must be simulated in the analog computer study. From information
submitted for this study a tabulation has been made for the 13t
and 2nd ax_s systems of the significant 15mits and is shown in
Figure 16.
The effe'.'t of these limits in the ist axis system is --
shown in Figures .17 and 18. The system is stable for a step :
input command of 0,5 radians. A step input command-:of 1.7 radians:
, ,'-qshown in Figure 18 will cause the system _ to become unstable. , . _
, - - . _ _'-_" -
,. Command si;_nals in actual-- - . ;.- _ _'- :.[,'_-_::_7system operation can excee_ 1..7_,ra:d a_,s_-_>_:--._.:-_
-" Provisions"must therefore bc made to limit the-error signaL-_t-o a. ..../__i':-"
_ "
level that wi.11 prevent the system from becom4ng-uns_able, A ._i_i--":=_"_-'
•. error llmlt set at +0_:2 rad-wi11 permit an input comm_nd of-4 " ,-::'it."_-:_.
radians without becoming unstable. The computer., s"£udy.,.of £hl,".S , :,.,.,'=?,:.:,......-'5'_-_ti_--"
system is shown in F_gures 19 an_ 2Q'. T.he t._me to. reach steaSy-j_. :-.:_":,,
state has been extended to 21 and 37_.6 sec a_s compared• to the 9.,_: .._-_--
Aaseconds settling tlme f_r the-I e r system. This li_m_,t has-¢Iso_ :[_-_,_,,
reduced the velocity of the Ist axis System from ap,proxim_t_ly !1._26._k-_[<---_:,
rad/sec to ,85 rad/_-ec, With the limit set to.._0_i rad...£.he-set-t-l-i:.J_ -_-_--_
,. - _ " _ _. . - _._ ._',:_._.,_,.
' lug tlme increases to 34 seconds fo._ a 2 _.ad step Inpu_ aUd_:_"_'i _:i--.::.. :_-/._.:_
-seconds for a .4 tad-step input. The error llmit used,ln __k_-_l__ '-_'_-::_:
system slmulat_bn was 0.I radians.- " " -:-'iT-. . _,_i".: /."-::_ _i.__....
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simulation as TG/JGR as shown in Figure iC. In order to keep the
system stable for a step disturbance, TG/JGR = D, in the steady-
state, the equation to be satisfied is
Pm = J GR (-D) (38)
nd m
and
T GP = -- (39)
m nd
m
where TG is the disturbance torque at the load side and is assumed
to be a step function.
In making this study the following cases arise:
-r
:. max > IGIIndml
the system goes to steady-state with no error in position
of 8R as shown in Figure 21.
the system becomes stable with possible error in position
of 8R.
(3) When Pm max
the system becomes unstable depending on the time dura- _
tion of the disturbing force. .-_
Case 3 is a condition that could cause serious trouble
in the performance of the centrifuge and will therefore be studied
more closely. _





1 (TG_ndmPm) = C (40)JG
i
!|
1 . _ = c_-
i eR(s)= _ _ s3 (41)
I
1
[ _R(t) I 2.% = _ Ct (42)
t
i
From Figure i0 between Qp and SPm, we may write,
[.




dmSem = K sPm + ndmSeR
Let sP m = 0 at t > E, where e is small posltlve number. Then we
have
Qp-ndmSSR-(Cm+Cp)P m = 0
!
Qp = ndmSSR+(Cm+Cp)P m (44) '
P _
Since s8 R = C and P = ma____x ._-2 m" S :_'
-..,
Qp(S) = nClm _s2 + (Cm+Cp) -_Pmax '" (45) _




(_/ = nd mQp +_ Ct + (Cm+Cp)Pma x (46)






P = 4.5 _ 103
max
.% qp(t) = 88Ct + 18 (47)




t ffi 88C , ffi3.02 JGR .... 1
TG-ndmPma x
where
J = 215.5 x 103 ,nd P = 396 _ 103.
GR m max
650xi03 (48)
• : t ffi
TG-396×103
This t indicates the time when Qp reaches maximum, and_
after thSs t, the system (1st axis)" becomes unstable (see the fol-
lowing t - TG curve). ,:
1 The comparisons between t - T G curve (Fig. 22) and actual
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- .2 × 10.5 = 2.1
JGR
._ T G = 2.1 x 215.5 x 103 = 452 x 103
t = 5
The analog result shows the system is stable_ which
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characteristics of phase and gain of the linear system paper
analysis is included for the indicated loops of this system.
Figure 26 is the closed loop characteristic of Qa _ Qp" .Figure
27 is the closed loop characteristic of e2 to Qp and Figure 28
is for eI to Pm" Figure 29 is the transfer characteristic for
the closed loop response of the complete 2nd axis system which
indicates that in the frequency spectrum the system response will
have a 5.5 db peak at approximately 0.8 cps with a damping ratio
of 0.3 from which we would expect an overshoot of 1.35 for a step
input.
(2) Linear System Analog Computer Study
The block diagram for the analog computer study of the
second axis system is shown in Figure 30 with the computer diagran
shown in Figure 31. As_in the study of the first axis system, the
simulation is made in real time with unity scale factors.
The analog computer test result of the frequency re-
sponse for the 2nd axis system without nonlinear elements is
plotted in Figure 32. This indicates a peak amplitude ratio of
output to input, as expressed in decibels of approxima_:ely 6.8 db
at a frequency of 0,8 cps and a crossover frequency of 1.85 cps.
.!
The phase shift plot starts at zero for zero frequency indicating
that the system is a positlon controlled system as required for
this application. '_
V
The response to a step input for the 2nd axis system
is shown in Figure 33. Each recording channel corresponds to
the circled number in Figure 31. These recordings show that for
- 43 - _
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a step input the outvut position has about an 80% overshoot
and a settling time of about 1.4 seconds. In comparison to the
ist axis system, the. percent overshoot is 1 6 times larger and
the settling time 0.146 times less.
(3) Comparison of Paper Study and Analog Study :
The phase and gain characteristic of the [.,)er analysis
4
a_,d the analog computer stud@ have been plotted on a single graph -;
shown _n Figure 34. These graphs show very good agreement aLd .._'_
indicate that the system simulated is a good representation of := " :
l-
the actual hardware. -- ::._-...--.:
: (4) Limit Cf'.cuits -" " _._
The limit as determined from information submltted_ for - - ..
t_
,- •
this study are shown in Figure 16. ' i
- The effect of these limits in the-2r4 axls s2s£em is " " :
c
shown in Figure 3-5. The system is stable for a qtep inv.,.t com-
mand of 0 2 rad A _tep input command of 0 4. tad will cruse :the " - _
• . _-.%
system td become unstable. Provisions must therefore be made. to .. _: _--.
m
iiml.t the erro-r Signal to a le_-e-i that will prevent the-system _ - ._ _-
9
from becoming unstable. An error limit of f0 2 tad will permit .• ; _ "_-
R_
-%
a command of 1.85 tad to be ap[l_.ed. Comma__ angles a_ larg_ as -.- '"--.
..-..
3.14 radians., or- greater wi] i be subJ ected _o thi,_, axis'. _with_ an .,,- : _
• - -pj • _ .. ;
error; llmlt set for _0.I. radi_s a c-ommand si_nal Of 3.22:radlans "_" _"
.- .. t
can be a_plled as _ shown-_n the computer _ results of Figure 36 _: :'-"'
"'_2hls has increased .the-eett:lin$ _:_me -to--13.4 .secohds -as-com_a_:'ed'Fto.?.._.
"_" ._ the ,1..4_seCOnd_ fo_ the-tinear system. :-This l_mit has very i[_t[_ ";' _ :
t m
effect on the maXimUm velocity of approx_maCely 2.0 _a4tans-pe.z s_.__nd:-
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for the second axis system.
(5) Effects of Disturbance Forces
A discussion similar to that used for the disturbance
forces in the Is£ axis system may be applied to the 2nd axis
system. From given maximum condition we can solve for the maximum
value of time for which these conditmons can be sustained. Solv-
ing for Q , we have (using equation 46)
pmax
Qp(t) = ndmCt + (Cm:+Cp)Pma x
Here
Q (t) = rK 0 (t)
P P P
ffi4.812 × 385 8 (t)
P
= 1850 o (t)
P
and Q = 690 and 8 = .362
pmax pmax
Therefore, we have





















JGR = 32 x 103 nTma x = 925 x 103
44.8 × ]03 (49)
.% t =
TG-925 x 103
Therefore, for the 2nd axis system, the above expression
of t represents the maximum limit for system stability.
In addition to the cases considered so far, the follow-
ing caseshou!d be also considered for the 2nd axis system.
Pressure and torque response to a step disturbance
torque has, in its transient period, damped oscillation. This
oscillation is more evident in the 2nd axls system than in the
first axis system due to the 15 db peak in amplitude of the
pressure loop at approximately 5 cps. Comparison of Figures 8 and
28 shows this large peak in the second axis system where the first
axis system isrelatively flat.
Therefore, if the torque difference (response overshoots
and step disturbance) remains above a certain value for a certain
period, the system would become unstable for the same reason
applied previously, even though the disturbance is less than the
maximum system torque.
The curve of tlme and torque difference which divides
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From this curve, the following data are obtained:
Disturbances








Accordingly, the stable and unstable regions for the
2nd axis system will be drawn as shown on the following page,
Figure 38.
The analog computer studies show instability occurs
-3
at T G x i0 = 76C (Figure 39). For Figure 39 A:
T
2 _ = 5 _ 9.5 = 47.5
JGR
•_ T G = 23.75 x 32 x 103 = 760 x 103
t = 2.8
Unstable by both results.
For Figure 39 B:
T G " 760 x 103
t = .15
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For Figure 39 C:
T G 760 x 103 _
t = .5 :
Unstable by both results. -,.
Again._e have been able to analyze and predict the ef- ',, :_
fects of disturbance torques to the 2nd-axis system, and verify \ _
these results by use of the analog computer. -_.... : I
(6) Coupling Torques _ - : -
Due to the physical arrangement of the drive input to ...... ":4-'"i[
each of the systems, there are coupling torques :that Inteffac£ 0n _-_:-\_<i)_:_-4
both the Ist and 2nd azls systems. This in.formation Suppl-ded -as-
a supplement to t-he initial specifications stated that the :to_r_:-:_}_
• -_-- . . .,-: _,_
• ° - ...=" ,'_:_-_:""._
applied at the Ist axis by the" 2nd axis drive m st _- coun__er- -."-<?_"=f_-:_i
" .' -,..-- :_L-_;...-;
balanced by the ist axis drive by -.3884- T . The method of s_m_j- _-...-. -
latlng this effect is as follows: -: " -" -': -:-
Tml ,,= (Pml) (dmlJ -:.._ -_'_, . [}]
-Tin2 '= (Pmi) (din2) :7.-"" , .-L :--; .=
Tml ,,,, .3884 Tin2 " " " " - ' " - " " - -- '_ ;-"Li':i":";"l!
l> d - i - =- ''° -". !
P ' ',' ,;3884 -m2 m2 - " . - - " - ._ _ "-"_ i;
ml dm I " " _ '" " ":' '"%i-'_I
. - . - - . .--- . - -. : .." -. _ .". -_.,,:
The value cf _ml' is _hen Summed in'with Pm'l to pr.oduce-.---::.-:::-:iI
the ist axis torque which is now a function of both.the.lst-an_ ' !$_:._::<j._!
. - -_ . . ._- . .-"_ __. __-"
- . .. " ": . . -. _":.:...:f_._}_._2nd axis systems due to the coupling effect. .,- . : _ ._;9,__:=.'._._,(_-_,
" " . _. ._ _ '-_'. ._"--5 ' .-.,llll4
I.t,., " -.,_----._,_ J- "- ..... ,_.-. , _:._,-__ _
• .. . .':-_..-.'_.--. :
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Compensation for the coupling torques was included in
this computer simulation. The firs_ axis velocity was summed
in wlth the second axis velocity through the proper gain factor.
With the second axis input command at zero, a torque will be de-
veloped in the second axis system due to the mechanical coupling
of the first axis to the second axis. This torque is coupled
back to the first axis system through the prcper gain constant.
The second axis system has therefore been forced to assume a new
output shaft position due to the first axis velocity. This new
output shdft position is compensated by feeding in an input com-
mand position that is a function of the first axis commaud position.
This will hold the second axis position steady for changes in the
first axis posit_on. The coupling effect of the first axis upon
the second axis position is _hown in Figure 40.
E. 3rd Axis Main Arm Drive System
(I) System Configuration
The main at= drive system is basically a Ward Leonard
configuration consisting c_ 2-2500 KW direct current generators
connected in parallel to deliver driving power to a 6700 HP,
11/48 rvm shunt type direct current motor. _he control system is
designed to permit maximum tcrque delivery from the motor over a
speed range of zero to II rpm. Above this speed constant horse-
power llmlt is achieved by weakening of the moto! _eld thus
permitting operation up to a top speed of 48 rpm. The control
system is a velocity type in which the motor shaft speed is pro-










The block diagram for this s_stem is shown in Figure 41.
(2) Confirmation of Final Parameters
Consid'_rable effort was expended in checking the hard-
ware information against circuit diagrams in order to insure
an accurate simulation. As a basis of comparison the zero mode
load simulation as perfermed by the Westinghouse Corporation was
used. The specific test cited here is the Westinghouse Figure 8-6
which is a ramp starting at 1.15 rad/sec and rising to 2.7 rad/sec
in a period of 2 sec. The results of the analog computer test as
performed at The Franklin Institute Laboratories using the computer
program of. Figure 42 are shown in Figure 43. These curves
show good similarity with the exception of the current peak magni-
tude. The current reaches a peak of 18,400 amperes. According
to the specifications, this current is not to exceed 15,000
amperes. The same slope of ramp was used with the upper level
extended to 3.9 rad/sec as shown in Figure 44. The current has
definitely limited at 19,200 amperes which is considerably in ex-
cess of the design value. An attempt was made to limit this
current to 15,000 amperes by adjusting the voltage limit of E a-
Figure 45 shows the results of this approach when an input command
equivalent to the maximum g profile is used. It is quite evident
that the system becomes unstable. It was found that the limit for
V I had been improperly specified. By using the proper limit value
for V 1 it was possible to produce the maximum g profile without
exceeding the 15,000 ampere limit and without the system becomSng
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(3) Effect of Step Change in Velocity Command
The ramp input has been studied, and the results indi-
cate that the system will perform satisfactorily for this type of
command. The effect of step changes _n input command are also of
considerable importance. Tests showing these effects are recorded
in Figures 47 and 48 where the initial velocity is 1.15 rad/sec
and the step change 0.i rad/sec and 0.15 rad/sec. For these small
changes the output has sevtled to the new level in slightly less
than I second with approximately a 60% overshoot.
(4) Effects of Disturbance Forces
The disturbance torques subjected to the main arm have
been considered in order to determine the effect upon the main
arm velocity and thus determine the necessity for feed forward
torque c6mpensation.
Computer studies were made of the main arm control
system during which time disturbance torques were applied as
step functions and slnusoldal functions of different amplitudes.
tabulation of the applied torque and the resultant change in
main arm velocity is shown in Figure 49.
By assuming the maximum condltionr for each of the
variables, we can determine the extreme forces that will be
developed working against the main arm. The equation for the
distu:b_nce is
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-13.7 eR sin _ cos @ cos 8
-370 _SR sin O cos O -32 $_ cos 0
+13.7 8R 2 sin + cos ¢ sin O
-27.4 _$R sin _ cos _ cos 2 8 (50)
Using the maximum values of
i 8R = .85 radlsecI
_R = 2.0 rad/sec
3R = 6.65 x103x58.5 ib in = 28.4 rad/sec 2
13.7 x 1031b in sec 2
°°
_R = 15"5xlO3x66 ib in = 32 radlsec 2
32 x 103 ib in sec 2
..
#R = .7 rad/sec 2
_R = 4.4 rad/sec
we obtain a value for TG@ of
TG@ = -.435 x 106 - 1.02 x 106 sin 8 - .247 x 106 cos 8
-.1205 x 106 cos 2 8 Ib in (51)
Computing this torque for angles of 8 varying from 0 to
90 degrees, we obtain values of disturbance torque which are plotted
in the curve shown in Figure 50. This indicates that the maximum
disturbance torque will be approximately 0.125 x 106 ib-ft. Re-
ferring to Figure 49 we find that the change in main arm shaft
velocity (_m) will be less than .01 rad/sec. A change in velocity
of .01 rad/sec is equivalent to an acceleration of












These torques will produce very little effect upon the
main arm velocity and are therefore not included in the simu-
lation. This also indicates that feed forward compensation is








The main control function of the centrifuge is im-
plemented by the control computer, which is so called to be a
computing device to compute the proper control signals to the
cenc_ifuge control systems.
The objective of the control computer is to coordinate
the centrifuge control systems with respect to the design values
of the centrifuge acceleration inputs Ax, Ay, A z. Therefore, it
accepts the acceleration inputs as well as the control system in-
strumentation output signals and continuously solves a set of
equations to provide the command signals to the control systems
to generate and orientate the output resultant acceleration vector.
II. CONTROL COMPUTER EQUATIONS
The control computer equations are the equations of
motion of the three centrifuge axes derived from the physical re-
lated configurations of the three axes. The development of the
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From the control computer equations developed, the
assumptions for the design of the control computer were obtained
on the basis of the following outlined characteristics of the
equations :
(I) The magnitude of the resultant acceleration at the center of
the gondola is due only to the angular motion of the main
arm and the gravitational acceleration which can be observed
by equation (31)
_@ ""
where AT = simulated total acceleration
R = length of the arm
SR = arm angular velocity
°o
_R = arm angular acceleration
g = gravitational acceleration
(2) The major functions of the first and second axes are therefore
for the orientation of the resultant acceleration in the pro-
per direction.
(3) The minimum output acceleration is caused by the earth's
gravity. Therefore, the total input acceleration, which can
be expressed by
IAI ffi total input acceleration
= _Ax 2 + Ay 2 + Az 2 (39)
should be at ]past 1 g.
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(4) From the control computer equations (l_._s, (14) and (15),_ it
s necessary to have, initially
A z = +I
Ay = Ax = 0
at e = _= _ -- 0 initinl condition, if AGz, AGy, AGx are the
simulated acceleration components with respect to Ax, Ay, Az
inputs respectively.
(5) The derived equations are very general and capable of giving
angular solutions (8,_.) covering eight quadrants in three
dimensions with respect to the gondola coordinates provided
that there are no angular displacement limitations in the two
gimbals. This would imply that the control computer is capa-
ble of resolving ±Ax, ±Ay, ±A z input signals to coordinate
the centrifuge control system co provide ±AGx , ±AGy, ±AGz
accordingly if the instrumentation of the centrifuge is
capable of doing so.
With reference to these outlined characteristics, we
can divide the control computer into three parts for the purpose
of simplicity of design study. First, a portion of the control
computer circuit will be classified as magnit_de controller circuit
which will be used to compute simultaneously the control command
signal to the main arm control system (3rd axis) so that the mo-
tion of the main arm would provide the proper magnitude of the
resultant acceleration vector at the center of the gondola. This
circuit would include the logics of biasing A z input to +_i g to
be used as the forcing function of the control equations.
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Second, a computer circuit will be used to solve for the
angular solutions of 0 and _ in sinusoldal functions from the con-
trol equations. These solutions are the command inputs to the ist
and 2nd axes control systems to orientate the resultant g vector.
The remaining portion of the control computer circuit
will be the circuit to generate the gyroscopic coupling and the
velocity coupling compensations for the gimbal axes control
systems. These compensating signals may be used by feeding for-
ward to the particular points of interests in the control systems
for effective compensations.
IV. CONCEPT OF MAGNITUDE CONTROLLING OF OUTPUT G VECTOR
As was discussed previously, the radial and tangential
acceleration components of the simulated resultant g vector are
produced by the main arm angular motion. Means for computing the
proper velocity command signal to the main arm control system are
required. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to obtain a unique
solution for the velocity command $c from the nonlinear differen-
tial equation
V(R_c2= )2+ (R c)2+ g2 (40)[Al
with the correct sign for the rate of change ofthe angular velocity
_c simultaneously. Under the circumstances, an alternate method






The concept of this method utilizes the feedback control
theory to control the magnitude of the resultant acceleration vec-
tor measured by the main axis instrumentation. The input to this
design control loop will be the root-mean-square value of the de-
sirable inputs Ax, Ay, A z acceleration components. (A z' is the
modified A z input by _1 g whlch will be discussed in more detail
later.) The control parameter will be the computed feedback ac-
celeration A F which has a steady-state value equal to the output
resultant acceleration at constant acceleration g-input. The
difference between the input and ehe feedback accelerations will
be the error signal gc of this feedback system which will be inte-
grated with a design value of gain G c to give the main arm velocity
input, _c" The signal _c will activate the main arm control system
to accelerate the main arm until the main arm velocity and accelera-
tion reach a value such that the magnitude of the feedback accelera-
tion is exactly equal to the desired input acceleration magnitude.
The system equations of this scheme were established
as follows:
i
-_ + A g's (41)JAIl = x 2 + Ay2 z
W 2
IAI[ - A F = cc g's (42)
ccGc = _c rad/sec (43)
_c G = _R rad/see (44)
= R. 2 2 2






where IAI] = total desirable input acceleration
IAFI = magnitude of feedback acceleration
Gc = design system forward gain
G_ = main arm control system closed-loop transfer function
GR = design radial transfer function
GT = design tangential transfer function
_c = computed input
angular velocity of the main arm _ystem
_R, _R = rctual main arm angular velocity and acceleration respec-
tively at the gondola.
The essential design parameters for good system performance
are the forward, radial and tangential transfer functions Gc, GR,
GT respectively. It is expected that (i) the forward gain G C
would directly affect the speed and stability of the system; (2)
the radial transfer function GR would affect the speed and constant
g-input steady-state accuracy of the system, and (3) the tangential
transfer function GT would affect the transient or rate of change
of "G" performance.
A preliminary analog study on this scheme was made by letting
IAFI IAR[ 2 z= = + TR + I
where IARI = magnitude of the resultant acceleration. This was
discussed in the Interim Report I-B2300-I on pages 63 to 68. The
result of this study indicates that the scheme is feasible, and
the system is stable for an arbitrary choice of gain constant Gc





response was not satisfactory with a considerable amount of tran-
sient error and several oscillations at the steady-state. There-
fore, it was necessary to make a further detailed study on th_s
system.
V. MAGNITUDE CONTROLLER DESIGN STUDY
The design study of the magnitude controller system accom-
plished for the centrifuge simulation covers a preliminary analog
feasibility study in the Advanced-Time-Scale Computer, a prelimi-
nary paper analysis on the stability of the system and a detailed
analog study to obtain the optimum design values of the system
parameters for the final analog computer simulation, Twelve
system output responses were recorded with only one system para-
meter being studied in the preliminary analog study. Tentative
stability conditions of the system for the simple case were de-
veloped by the phase-plane equation analytical technique. As for
the detailed analog study, 116 computer runs were made including
the study of system responses at four levels of input signal (6,
I0, 15, 30 g's) with 2-6 g's per second ramp rate trapezoldal in-
puts. It also includes the study of seven design parameters for
good system performance. Two particular g-profiles (S-334-10 and
the maximum G abort profiles) were simulated as inputs to this
system to see the system performance.
In these studies, an approximate main arm control system
transfer function was used in order to simplify the manipulation






for the purpose of studying the nonlinear magnitude controller
system performance alone, and it was not used in the final computer
simulation. The approximation was made from the linear system
block diagram shown in the Rucker Report No. 412, p. 20. System
dynamics with natural frequencies higher than 20 radians per second
were neglected on the basis of an average system rise time of 0.5
second corresponding to an approximate system resonance frequency
of 2 radians per second. The approximate transfer function was
calculated to be
R I + .37s
_--_= i + 2.6k2s + .26 2 (approximately) (46_k--Ts
with k I = 2.94 k 2 = .140 for full motor flux
k I = 1.85 k 2 = .160 for half motor flux
k I = 2.94 k 2 = .!80 for i/4 motor flux
The result of the approximation compared quite well to the main
arm system respolses recorded in the Rucker Report (Nu. 412,
p 33). Details of the approxlmatlon procedures were discussed in
the Interim Report (I-B2300-I) and will not be repeated here.
To show the magnitude controller system parameters under study_
a block diagram was drawn as shown in ?isure 51. The corresponding
computer circuit was shown in Figure 52. The preliminary syste:_ "
parameters were expressed as follows:
°
kc(1 +TlS)











GR =. R (48)
1 + TRS
k
cT = T (48)
1 + TTS
where kc, kR, k T are gain constants of the respective transfer
!
: function Go, GR, GT and TI, T2, TR, TT are the respective time
i constants.
l
[ In the preliminary analog study and paper analysis, the
problem was simplified by letting
J
T I = T 2 = TR = TT = 0,
and kR = k T = I.
The variable parameter was k e in determining the stability conditions.
It was found that the system was stable for a particular input of
i0 g trapezoidal profile at 2 g's per second ramp when kc was set
at 0.8. The system was marginally stable (undamped osclllatlon
in the steady-state) at the condition of half motor flux simulation
of the main arm control system.
; In order to improve the system's response, a detailed
_tudy was made considering the effectiveness of each design
parameter. The PACE analog computer was used in this study. In
the state of determining the values of the parameters, the
reference input used was a trapezoidal signal with different ramp
rates as a comparison basis. A brief discussion on the effect of





(i) Effect of kc (Runs 48, 49, 50)
The values of kc are of primary importance in determining
the stabi)ity as well as the performance cf the system. With k C
alone, the system may reach the boundary stable cond'ition with k C
higher than 0.8 for a i0 g trapezoidal input of 2 g's per second
rate. In general the higher values of kc.will. reduce the system's
response time but at the same time will ;Introduce a few oscillations
in the steady-state if kc is too large. This _s shown in the
computer recording Run _v,_n Chan_el No. 3 which is the recording
of the total resultant acceleration response IARI. When k c is
small with respect to certsln values which are dependent on other
system parameters, the system's response is comparatively poor,
and there will be no overshoot in the steady-state as shown in
Run 49. Run 48 is the compromise of Runs 49 and 50. Four values
-p
of kc(1) were found for four categories of input g-levels as shown
in the following table:
Max. K-Level 6 i0 15 30
kc (rad/gSeC) .600 .516 .580 .323
(2) Effect of k T (Runs 70,71, 72)
When the value of k c is high enough, in the order of
kc = .600, thus making the system dyr.amlcs closer to the
instability region, the effect of the tangential transfer function
gain constant kT will show distinctly on the system's response.
L(1)These values of kc are optimized in accordance with other system
parameters kT and TT
- 102 -
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For a constant value of k c equal to .600 and TT equal to .333,
the computer recording Runs 70, 71, 72 shows the effective change
of the system's responses for three values of kT. From these computer
runs, we may conclude that the peak value of the tangential acceleration
component R_ R (shown in Channel 6) decreases as kT increases from
.01 to .20. The IARI responses shown in Channel 3 become poorer
as kT increases. It should De stated that the effectiveness of k T
I will be insignificant when ke is small. The suitable values of kT
! for four levels of inputs were found as follows:
[ ..
i
Input g-Level 6 I0 15 30
kT .0403 .i00 .045 .i00
(3) Effect of TT (Runs 48, 51 and 55, 56)
Similar to kT, the effectiveness of the time constant
TT is also dependent on the value of k . To be more precise, kTC
and TT both affect the response of the tangential acceleration
component R_ R. The combination of these in the latest design of
the tangential transfer function GT has the form
(kT + _ s
GT = (50)
I* TT s
where k = i.
Nevertheless, Runs 48 and 51 were recorded at the condition of full
main arm motor flux with
k c ffi.516




TT = 2.0 (Run 48)
= 0 (Run 51)
Therefore,
GT = i.I (! + .182s) (Run 48)
I +2 s
GT = i.I (Run 51)
Comparing these two runs, we found th".t when TT was bigger, the
ee
_R peak value was smaller and the IA_I response was better (lowerA,
overshoot and smoother error s_gnal).
For the case of one half main arm motor flux with the
same value of k c except
kT = .05
TT = 2.0 (Run 55)
= i0.0 (Run 56)
or
GT = 1.05 (I + .095 s) (Run 55)
i + 2s
1.05 (i + .476 s)
GT = (Run 56)
i + 10s
Comparing Runs 55 to 56, it shows that when TT is bigger, the
ee




exactly opposite to the statement made above. One thln B in common
for _hese two cases is that the IARI response will be better _f
the _R peak value is comparitive]y smaller. Therefore, we conclude
that there is a certain range of values of TT between 0 and i0 that
will give a good system performance. The values of TT were thus
found for four levels of input as follows:
Input s-Level 6 I0 15 30
TT (sec) .I00 ?.00 2.00 2.00
k .403 _.00 .450 1.00
(4) Effects of T 1 and T 2
The original idea of designing T I and T 2 in the Gc circuit
was to trim the open-loop system response whenever necessary. With
T2 alone (T 1 = 0), the system open-loop transfer f_'nctlon would
simply be an introduction of one additional time lag. It was found
that the system was unstable without compensation when T2 was equal
_o 50 milliseconds with
k c = .774 rad/sec 2 per g
kT = 1.0
TT = 0
With a lower value of k , say .387, the system is stable with
c
an even longer delay of i00 milliseconds.
With both T1 and T 2 in the circuit, several combinations of





k (rad_sec2!c / .774 .387 .0645 .0645 .0645 .0645
T I (sec) .50 .50 .50 .i0 .80 .80
T 2 (see) 2.0 2.0 2.0 .50 2.0 .50
IARI response over- 2 g's 1 g poor 19 over- poor
shoots overshoot over- resp. shoots & resp.




The results showed that the output responses of IARI were poor with
high overshoots in some cases. Therefore, it was decided that
TI, T 2 would not be used as the system parameters in the final
o simulation.
(5) Effe_ of T (Run 34)R
An attempt was made to speed up the IARI response by
the feedback radial acceleration component R_R2.delaying With
the system's forward gain, kc, set effectively at .387, the radial
feedback delay time constant TR was arbitrarily set to be 1.0 second.
The system's response was recorded as shown in Run 34. Note that
the upper slope of the IARI response in Channel 3 is leading the
input signal in Channel I. This phenomenon can also be seen in the
first portion of the IAII - IARI response recorded in Channel 2
which shows a negative signal in the respective time region. This
proves th fact that the radial acceleration component dominates
the higher level of the resultant acceleration in general cases.
The tangential acceleration dominates the lower level of the
resultant acceleration. The area in need of improvement is found
to be the lower level of the IARI response. Since this is taken




would not be necessary and, therefore, it would n_t be considered
in the final simulation.
(6) Effect of kR
If we choose the gain constant kR of the radial transfer
function G R to be a value smaller than one, the angular velocity of
the main arm _R will be higher than it should be for kR equals one
and vice versa. This was examined for two different values of k
c
of .774 and .387 and two different values of k R of .8 and 1.5 at k T
equals 1.0, and the system was stable at each condition. At the
present time, these tests are of no significant value for normal
performance of the centrifuge. It may be advantageous in the future
to do so for the unusual cases particularly for the high g-profile
simulation where the main arm system may be driven beyond its
capability thus producing undesirable overshoots in the resultant
acceleration response. Therefore, it may be necessary to use a kR
value higher than one for the purpose of shaping the resultant
acceleration response.
(7) Effect of the Change of Main Arm Motor Field Flux, _m
Three sets of numbers for the coefficients of the linearized
approximation of the main arm system were used in this study to
Tepresent three cases of the motor field flux level. The design of
the system parameters discussed so far was optimized to cover all
these cases as completely as possible. However, there are still
some differences between a llnearized approximation and the real
system with nonlinearities. Therefore, it may be necessary to





centrifuge when this control computer scheme is being used. Among
the three levels cf motor flux simulated in the approximations, the
case of half motor flux which corresponds to the main arm system
step response at the condition of longer response time with a 25%
overshoot was the most difficult one to design for the values of the
magnitude controller system paramete_ . This half motor flux
;
' condition is expected to occur for inputs lower than I0 g's. Anl
i
alternate combination of k , kT and TT was also found satisfactory,c
i particularly for this case with I0 g's input These values are[
l
! k = .580 rad/sec2
c g
, k T -- .05
T T = .50 sec
T =T =T =0
1 2 R
(8) Effects of Input On-Set Rate (g's/sec) and Input g-Level
The system's performance will be affected by the input
on-set rate and the input signal amplitude, since the system components
are nonlinear. For a constant input amplitude with constant values
of kc, kT, TT, it was found that the higher the rate of change of
_J
input, the poorer the system response will be. When the input rate
is too high, oscillat_oL_s may occur _n the steady-state response of
IARI. Similar results were observed when the input Implitude
increased with constant rate of on-set. The change of system response




similar to an increase in k c. In order to give better system
performances it is aFparent that we should limit the re_ion of
optimization of the design parameters to a sma]ler area. Therefore,
four sets of system parameters (kc, kT, k, TT) were designed for
good system performances at 6, I0, 15 and 30 g's input amplitudes.
They proved to be satisfactory for 6 and 15 g inputs respeetlvely.
Input g-Level 6 i____0_ 15 30
/rad/sec2)kc k _ .600 .516 .580 .323
kT 040 i00 o45 100
k .0403 1.00 .4_0 1.00
TT (sac) .i00 2.00 2.00 2.00
The values of TI, T 2 and T R were studied and found to be
insignificant in the equations and therefore considered as zero and
the value of kR as one. This is discussed thoroughly from page 55 to
page 66. Each set of parameters was optimized to cover different
input rates of on-set from 0 to 6 g's/sec fo: the particular range
of input amplitudes. The definitions of good system performances
in these optlmizatlons are that (i) the rate of change ot [ARI with
respect to time should folJow very closely to the on-set rate of the
input signal [AI[, (2) the magnitude of the overshoot in the IARI
response should be wlthin _ 5% of the input, and the number of
overshoots should be as qmall as possible wlth one tenth of a g





In the final computer Rimulatlon of the centrifuge, only
two sets of system parameters were used to cover the i0 g's and
30 g's iuput ranges. They also worI_ed out satisfactorily for 6 and
15 g inputs respectively. A llmiter was required to limit the
system ercor signal, ec, for high g inputs. This is to prevent a
long time saturation of the maiLz arm system which would cause the
magnitude controller system to become unstable. The typical value
of the error limit is _ 2.5 g's which may be adjusted for unusLal
cases with high rate of on-set and high input g amplitude. The
psychological profile (S-334-I0) and the maximum g abort profile
•
were used to check the system's performance, and they were found









_ V T. OUTPUT G VECTOR ALIGNMENT
When the magnitude of the output resultant acceleration is
generated by the main arm motion, tl _ next immediate requirement is
to allgn the gimbal and gondola axes properly so that the resultant
acceleration components with respect to the gondola coordinates will
be in correspondence with the Ax, Ay, A z inputs simultaneously. The
command signals to the Ist and 2nd axes control system are sinusoidal
functions of the Ist and 2nd axes angular positions 0, _. These
command signals can be computed directly from the derived control
computer equations (16), (17), (25) and (26) with the substitutions
of AGx by A , AGy by Av and AGz by. Az.
In the preliminary simulation of the control computer, the
ee
_RItoutput main arm angular velecity _R and angular acceleration were
used in these equations to compute these command signals (sin 8 ,
- C
cos 8 ) (sin %, cus _c ). The objecti-_e is to align the gimbals onceC
the main arm is in motion whlcb is indicated by the main arm sensors'
ee
signals _R _ d _R" Later it was found that it was impossible to
com_._t¢ :hese signals under these conditions. This is due to the
main a_ motion a!#ays lagging behind the desired imput by a small
perio@ of time thus producing an output resultant acceleration
_4
/ lagging behind the desired input acceleration. This would develop
a resultant acceleration smaller than the input acceleration for
a_y positive rate of increase of input. Under such circumstance, _ 2_
equation (25) or (26) will have a numerator bigger than the " _
denominator which implies a sine or cosine function with a value
_igger _ban one. Another indeterminate condition also occurs in _





these alignment equations when thei- solution becomes an imaginary
number for the case of Ax input only.
To overcome these problems, modified assPmptions were
made for agplying these alignment equations. The changes are as
follows:
(I) All the variables in these equations will be the
desirable input val,es except for the main arm
acceleration, %, w_ich will be the computed main
arm acceleration, _c.
(2) The desirable main arm velocity, _, will be computed
approximately by the following equation:
•2 ¢iAIi-2"_ _:z_ (R_c)2 (51)R_,1 =
where R ffilength of main arm
A 1 = root-mean-square of Ax, Ay, Az' summation
g = earth's gravity
_c = computed main arm angular acceleration
The alignment equations Were refined as follows:
1.55 $_ a - A
sin 0c = . . I _ x (52)
,,'At'2- 2.41
1.55 _ A 4- a
:. i (53)
cos 0c = --f
, IAI [2 - 2.41 _c
!
i 1.55 Pc A + a Az t _ (54) :_








a A ' - 1.55 _ A
cos • = I z e y (55)
c !A 1 i2 - Ax 2
where a I = /I Z _ 2All - 2.41 _ - Ax in g's (56)
• 2
with A I, Ax, A , A 'in g's, "?I in rad/sec and _ in rad/sec The
. y m c
results of the final centrifuge simulation showed that the above










VII. FEED FORWARD COMPENSATION TORQUES AND THE CONTROL COMPUTER
BLOCK DIAGRAMS
The third part of the control computer is the circuit to
develop the feed forward gyroscopic compensation torques and the
mechanical coupling compensation. The complete gyroscopic torque
equations were developed as shown on page 76. From the conclusion
of the final centrifuge simulation, the gyroscopic torque exerted
on the Ist axis is expected to be the most serious one. The 2nd and
3rd axes gyroscopic torque disturbances are not serious and therefore
do not require compensation. The feed forward compensation signal
will be for only the ist axis control system. The programming of
this compensation torque will be in reference to the following
approximated equationl
10 -3 ' = 2.79 __ si.i 8R cos 8R + .2765 _R_ RTGO cos e R
+ .415 _R$ R cos 8R sin 2 _ (Ib-in) (57)
where TG%' = approximate reflected gyroscopic torque, at the ist
axis
8R,_R = angular positions of the Ist and 2nd axes
_R = angular velocity of the 2nd axis
The necessary compensation for the 2nd axis due to the
mechanical coupling between the ist and 2nd axes is a velocity
signal proportional to the ist axis velocity. This was discussed





where _ = computed 2nd axis compensated velocity
CC
n_ = output gear ratio of the 2nd axis system
0R = angular velocity of the Ist axis
It was found from the final centrifuge simulation that
the compensation for the ist axis gyroscopic disturbance was not
successful because of the limitations of the control system com-
ponents. The compensation for the mechanical coupling is
satisfactory.
A complete drawing of the control computer in block diagram
representation is shown in Figures 53, 54 and 55. These figures
were drawn in flow diagram form for simpllcity with alphabetical
representation of the functions to be computed. Figure 53 is part
I of the control computer including the computations of the ist,
2nd and 3rd axes control system commands with respect to the control
computer inputs A x, Ay, A z. Figure 54 is part 2 of the control
computer for the computation of Ist axis feed forward gyroscopic
compensation. Figdre 55 is part 3 of the control computer for the
computation of 2nd axis mechanical coupling compensation.
As an example, the flow diagram representation in the
computation of IAFI can be expressed by the following equation
2 and T separately as fol!owa:We can compute A_, A T
A = 1.411 _R
2









T = .5 f (A 2 -T) dt,
G. Profile Converter
The g versus time profiles were submitted in the form of
graphs with the exception of 2 profiles that were recorded on a
magnetic tape. A total of 33 profiles had to be recorded in the
form of an electrical signal as converted from the g profile graphs.
To convert the profile graphs into volts proportional to _ level, an
X-Y plotting table was converted into a photoformer type of device
from which the Y axis feedback potentiometer would produce a
w)ltage proportional to g level and the x axis would he driven at a
speed proportional to time. The c_rcuit to accomplish this is shown
in Figure 56. The photoresistor is electrically connected in a
bridge circuit and physically mounted to the pen holder on the Y axis
system.
A small light is mounted next to the photoresistors in
order to keep the light intensity constant throughout the traverse of
the graph. The input to the X axis is a triangular waveform thus pro-














was recorded on an FM tape thus storing all of the profiles in the
form of an electr$cal signal proportional to g level.
H. Centrifuge Simulation
(I) Output Acceleration g Vector Simulation
The output acceleration g vector A G is composed of three
vectors AGz , AGy , AGx. As shown in Figure 57, the parameters for
each of these vectors are obtained from output quantities of
acceleration, velocity, and angular position as measured by appropriate
instrumentation of the centrifuge. The square root of the sum of
the squares of these vectors t_Len produces the resultant _ector,
The mathematical expression for these vectors is:
; .: •
AGz = [(R;r 2) sin 9 + g cos e ] cos _r +r r







AGy = [(R r_ 2) sin 6r + g cos er] sin _r -
(R_) cos _rr
Ac = (R_ 2_ cos _. - g sin eX r r r
Ag = /AGxZ + AGy2 + AczZ
(2) Block Diagram of Centrifuge Simulation
The block diagram of the complete centrifuge simulation
is shown in Figur2 57. This includes the various torque couplings
between systems and the means for compensating for such.
(3) Computer Diagram
The complete computer diagram for the analog simulation
is shown in Figures 58 to 72. Two sets of diagrams are required in
order to cover the 0 to 10 g range and the 0 to 30 g range.
(_) Method and Need for Angle Biasing in Simulation
The command angle for the gfmbal and gondola system must
be able to go to 180 ° for some of the g profiles included in these
studies. The normal computer resolver will permit _ 180 ° input
commands. Since the systems simulated in this study do have over-
shoot, the angle must be capable of exceeding 180 °. A method of
biasing was therefore employed such that the angle could swing
+270 ° and -90 °. The sine of the angle can be simulated as the
cosine of the angle minus 90 °. This is proved mathematically by
cos (O - 90 °) = cos O cos 90 ° + sin 0 sin 90 °
cos 90 ° =0













































cos (8-90 °) = sin 8
The computer simulation is such that 180 ° = 90 V or 2° = ! V. When
the angle 8 is zero a bias voltage must be fed in equivalent to
90 ° x I V/2 ° = 45 V. Therefore by the proper biasing of the angle
fed into the resolver and compensating for this by a bias at tbe
resolver output, the output angle can be made to swing between -90 °
and +270 ° . This method of biasing is shown in Figure 60.
(5) According to the results of centrifuge simulation studies,
effect of disturbance forces on the ist axis control system (gimbal
ring) is serious, while it is very minor on the 2nd axis control
system (gondola).
Therefore, a closer look only at the ist axis system will
be made for further analysis of this effect.
For simplicity's sake, only one predominant term of
disturbance torque is considered as follows: (see the following page
for the complete torque equations).
× 10-3 _ 185.15 _ sinTG8 8R COS eR
= 92.575 _ sin 28 R ib-in
Since 8R is a function of time, _hls disturbance torque
has a plus sign when nw <8 <(n + i/2)w; has a minus sign when






The complete gyroscopic torque equations for the first
and second axis are:
= + J sin 2 Cr ]TG8 0r [J82 + J¢2 c°s2 Cr ¢3
+ _r [J_2 - J_3 ] cos er sin _r cos _r
+ _r _r [2 (J_3 - J_2 )] sin _r cos _r
+ _r _r [J_ + (J_2 - J ) (c°s2 %r - sin2 %r )]
cos 8r + _r [(Jo3 - Jol ) - J_l + J%2 sin2 %r
+ J_3 c°s2 #r ] sin Or cos Or
TG# = - _r J% sin Or + _ (J%3 - J%2 )i
cos 2 0 sin _r cosr r
+ 0_ (J_2 - J_3) sin _r cos _r




Figure 73A and B sho.Js curves for No. 3 g profile input.
The commana signal to the Ist axis system appears to be 8 = 78 ° .c
The responded main arm velocity is #R = 1.65 rad. (Figure 73_.;
Channel 8).
The Ist axis system responds to an almost step input of
78 ° and overshoots up to OR = 130 ° , which is 67% above the input
level.
The dlsturb_ce torque becomes
TG8 x 10 -3 = 92.6 x (1.65) 2 x qin 28 R
= 252 sin 2 8R ib-ln
Therefore,
= x 10 -3 = 0
when 8R 90 ° TG8
= 130 ° = -248
In other words the disturbance torque is subtractlve from
the motor torque until eR becomes 90 ° and when 8R remains above 90 °
up to 130 °, the disturbance torque is additive to the motor torque.
Since at the peak of overshoot, TG8 x 10 -3 = -24_ ib-in
which is within the range of system stability (see "Disturbance
Torque Studies for the ist and 2nd Axes," E. Pack, 6/11/65), the
system overcomes this dlsturbance and tries to follow the command
signal. However, as soon as the response 8R passes below 90 ° , the
disturbance torque changes its sign again and works subtractlvely
this time, bringing the response further down. At =he first valley













218 ib-in. Therefore, the disturbo_ce is still within the stability
limit and the system overcomes it. "2
So it continues until the system reaches steady-state in
about 48 seconds.
The damped oscillation of the 1st axis response is reflecteu
in g-profile response curves as shown in Figure 73A _• --%
2
Figure 74A and B shows the result of an analog ,.omputer run " ',_
with disturbance torque coupled in and Figure 75A and B shows one
without the ist axis gyroscopic torque, for the g-profile No. 4. .
For this g-profile, the comn.and signal for-the l_t axis
- [
system is 82* (Figure 74B, Figure 75B; Channel 2). Without the _ ,._
gyroscopic torque, the first axis response to this input overshoots ._ .- ;2"
to i14 @, which is 39% overshoot as shown in Figure 75B, Channel 3. ..._L
However, the gyroscopic torque, at this point, would_ be, ,_
since _R = 2.05 rad (Figure 74A, Figure 75A; Channel 8)..,
TG8 x 10 -3 = 390 sin 28 R • -..... .---?__.- .... __:. ._e
" When eR 114 ° TGe x 10 -3 -290 ib-in _ [
= 135" = -390
= 166 ° = -183 "" _" r
- b
Therefore, if the gyroscopic torque is coupled in as in -,- _.
• : Ci
Figure 74, when OR reaches overshoot peak of about l14",_t_ t0r_,6 "'
works additively and helps the overshoot of the res'ponse • _ "
._'._.._"_'_
further up until it reaches a'peak of 166" as shown in Figure74B. ., -
The maximum value of disturbance torqueis 390 x 10 -3 ib-in Which _. < _- #;
occurs at 8R = 135" " -

















This maximum value of disturbance torque is very close t_
_he maximum value of system motor torque. Therefore, considering
the accuracy of analog computer limiter circuits, the system could
either be stable or unstable.
In the case of Figure 74, the system is found unstable,
_ecau_e the disturbance torque is more than the system could handle.
After the first o_ershoot of 6R up to 166 °, it comes down
to 12_._ ° at the first valley, at which point, the disturbance torque
Dec(_mes 375 × 103 ib-in (additive), and the system can not overcome
it, the response being overshot again. Meanwhile, the pressure of
system motor is kept at maximum output and this brings the wobble
plate to the maximum position, thus making the system saturate.
In general, therefore, we may assume that when
92.6 _ <360, the system is able to overcome gyroscopic torque.
is, when _R <1.94, the system is within the stable region withThat
gyroscopic torques.
With a trapezoidal g-profile input, if we let h be the top
level in g, the following relationship is valid in steady-state
opproximation.
+i =h
Substituting _ = 1.55 gives:
g










This indicates that the system is capable of handling
disturbance forces when a g-profile input level is less than 6.14 g.
Approximately 1% of the safety margin for other terms of
gyroscopic forces has been taken into consideration.
In order to lessen the effect of disturbances and improve
the system's performance for a high g-level input, a compensation
for disturbance may be helpful. For this purpose, the compensation
may be computed using responded values rather than commands for
each system for effective results, because of differences between
command and response, particularly of the Ist axis system.
The compensation signal may be fed into the summing point
of the system's pressure feedback.
(6) "g" Profile Test Results
The centrifuge test results are shown for 30 profiles.
Additional runs are included to indicate the type of difficulties
encountered by the system just before becoming unstable. For _very
run, a recording is included of the gyroscopic torques developed in
both the first and second axis systems. The output g profile has





line. This also applies for the _ and _ recordings as superimposed
upon the same input g profile in which $ is a dashed line and _ is
a dash-dot line.
#
I_ Digital Flow Diagram for Control Computer
The flow diagram for the control computer is shown in
Figure 53. This is shown in block diagram form in which each block
indicates the information received, the operation to be performed
upon this information and where the information is to be sent.
Figure 54 is the flow diagram for computing the feed forward compen-
sation for gyroscopic forces in the firstaxis where these forces do
not exceed the torque limitations of the system.
J. Conclusions and Recommendations
The analysis of the first and _econd axis systems indicates
that they have relatively low damping and due to this some difficulties
in the generation of g profiles by the centrifuge are encountered.
Further limitations were necessarily imposed upon these two systems
in order to prevent loss of control due to system saturation incurred
by large command signals. The large unbalance in the inertia load of
the first axis system has caused excessive gyroscopic torques to be
subjected to the first axis system thus limiting the combined factor
of g rate, maximum g level and length of time in the g rate period.
Once the gimbal position is past the critical angle of 45 degrees
these factors are greatly reduced as can be observed in several of
the recorded profiles.
Of particular interest in this respect is profile No. 4




are very close to the maximum that the system can sustain. The
gimbal axis oscillates violently but does manage to dampen to a
final angle close to 90 degrees. Later in the same profile the
same g rate is required to go to an even higher g level. The command
angle of the gimbal system remains close to 90 degre_-_ ; and it can
be observed that no violent oscillations appear in the output g
profile. The output g level matches very closely to the input
command g profile.
The main axis drive system _s capable of meeting the
maximum g rate specified for these tests. As in the first and second
axes drive systems a limit circuit is necessary to prevent loss of
control due to _nput commands that would saturate the system. The
system was tested with a ramp similar to the special profile which
reaches a maximum level of 30 g. The main arm drive system performed
this profile with the current limiting solidly at both _ 15,000
amperes. However in the centrifuge simulation the special profile
caused the main arm system to become unstable during the deceleration
portion of the profile. It was found in the preliminary studies
that the system would not settle until approximately 3 seconds after
the 30 g level had been reached by the input command signal. During
this 8 second period, the armature current is first in the +15,000
ampere limit followed by a rapid excursion to the -15,000 ampere
limit. The special profile has a dwell time of only 2 seconds at
the 30 g level after which a rapid deceleratlon is required by the
command signal. It is possible that the system became unstable due
to this exce_slve deceleration command which would cause saturztion.





stability for this particular profile. In this same profile
(No. _2), the Ist and 2nd axes angle commands suddenly drives the
angle to 180 ° out of phase. This is caused by possible malfunction
of computer elements used in the special circuits of the control
computer and also by the inability of the main arm to follow the
input command. The _ceeleration signal _c becomes excessively large
in the negative direction thereby causing the angle command to move
out of phase by 180 ° .
The main arm drive system in conjunction with the control
computer is capable of producing an acceleration vector that is in
very close agreement with the input acceleration command. The
concept of using the main arm drive system and control computer in
a closed loop system provides for an extremely tight system with
minimum error.
Sin_e limitations were met in the effect of gyroscopic
forces and also control system response, not all of the 35 profiles
were run. Instead some 30 profiles were recorded out of a total of
57 runs. In these recordings the gyroscopic torque is shown for
both the first and second axes. In cases where the gyroscopic
forces would cause system instability, the forces were recorded
even though the effect was not coupled into the simulation. In this
manner the configuration of g profile tha£ is satisfactory for this
particular centrifuge design can be determined.
The analog slmalatlon of this centrifuge required the use
of many multipliers. Several of these are of the servo type in




simulation therefore includes a delay simila_ to that expected in
the digital control of the actual centrifuge system.
In final summation it can be stated that:
(i) the centrifuge can produce a 30 g maximum acceleration;
(2) first and second axis systems have considerable overshoot
which is detrimental to the centrifuge performauce;
(33 error limits on the Ist and 2nd axis systems are
necessary to prevent saturation and loss cf
control. These error limits cause loss in speed of
response for these systems;
(4) an error limit is required in the control computer
system to prevent instability of the main arm drive
system.
(5) gyroscopic forces are not of sufficient magnitude in
the gondola system or the main arc drive system to be
considered of importance.
(6) gyroscopic forces are extremely important in the gimbal
system. In many profiles the motor torque limit is
reached due to these forces thus negating the use of
compensation to correct for these effects.
(7) the control computer has been successfully developed
and in conjunction with the main arm system the
acceleration profiles can be accurately followed with-
in the limits of the capabilities of the hardware.
Recommendations for this centrifuge design are as follows:
(i) Since the first axis system is underdamped and its
effect upon the output g profile is quite serious, the
input command to the first axis system should be in the
form of a ramp thereby reducing the amplitude of over-
shoot.
(2) The gyroscopic forces developed in the first axis
system are very serious when the first axis angle is
lass than 45 ° . By limiting the g level to approximately
2 g until the first axis has reached 45 ° the effect .
of gyroscopic forces can be minimized.
(3) It may be possible to develop equations for the control
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